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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH IN LANGUAGE LEARNING 
1. Introduction and Purpose of Onrrent Stud! 
The dimensions o~ a 21 inch screen, a standard classroom, 
or a language laboratory seem insignificant when compared with 
an entire host nation which provides optimum experiences for 
learning a second language. 
The United States Department of Defense has overseas de-
pendents'-school systems in host nations world-wide for the 
children of its personnel in the Air Force, Army and Navy. Most 
of these school systems have a program for teaching the lan-
guage of their host nation. 
The Air Force system in Spain utilizes the language and 
cultural resources of its host nation by including Spanish Lan-
guage and Culture as a subject area of its daily curriculum. 
Regardless of his ability, grade level, background, or 
personal interest, every child of the American military per-
sonnel stationed in Madrid receives thirty minutes o~ Spanish 
each day in the elementary and Junior-high-schools (grades one 
to eight). However, the language is an elective only in the 
high-school. 
No person concerned with the teaching of a second language 
(Spanish) could deny the following experiences as ideal for 
children learning that language: 
0 
0 
1. To be surrounded by the culture which 
originates the language. 
2. To live in Spain where fewer natives 
attempt to, or are able to, speak English 
than in any other country of Europe," thus 
making the visitor bilingual perforce. 
3. To practice the second language through 
real-situation conversations with policemen, 
building superintendents, or while making 
store purchases, etc. 
#. To listen to radio and watch television 
programs only in Spanish. 
5. To play with the children of the host nation. 
6. To have a nurse or maid in the home who 
speaks only the foreign tongue. 
7. To live in a family situation where pos-
sibly father, mother, and other family 
menbers are studying the second language. 
8. To receive instruction in the second lan-
guage thirty minutes every day in school. 
9. To receive second language instruction in 
school by a native instructor. 
Upon inspection of these nine language-learning ideals the 
assumption might be made that children of American milit~ry perl 
sonnel in Spain, afforded all or part of these nine experiences 
speak Spanish fluently and correctly. It can be said that many 
do speak fluentl~ and correctly but there are variables to be 
considered for those who, having been involved in these same ex 
periences, do not demonstrate equated skills. 
Intelligence would seem to be the paramount factor in con-
sidering the amount of achievement a child makes in learning a 
second language. The writer has observed· that language achieve· 
<=) ment seemingly does not follow intelligence. Oases were noted 
0 
0 
0 
where slow-learners became facile in Spanish; many bright high-
achieVing students were considered low-achievers in Spanish-
language learning. Some factors to be brought out in the sec-
tion of this paper on review of research, will add strength to 
the theory that second-language achievement does not necessaril 
follow intelligence. 
A conjecture may be made concerning the non-achievers in 
Spanish-conversation abilities in Madrid and the stateside aver 
age or above average achievers with comparable classraom train-
ing~ The non-achievers living in Madrid would be considered 
' 
. 
average or above average achievers in stateside schools. Be-
cause the dependents' school children are living in the host 
nation and are taught by nationals who set the achievement stan 
dards, much more is expected of them. 
Purpose Q! the Study 
This study concerns the Spanish-language achievement of 27. 
fifth-grade children in the Air Force overseas dependents' 
schools in Madrid, Spain. The purpose of the study is to make 
an investigation which it is hoped will answer the following 
eight questions through the consideration of these factors; (1) 
intelligence quotients, (2) chronological age, (3) sex member-
ship, (4) reading achievement scores and (5) environme~t: 
1. Do high-achievers in Spanish have the highest 
intelligence quotients? 
2. Do high achievers in Spanish have the highest 
scores .in reading-achievement tests? 
3. Are high achievers in Spanish boys or girls? 
0 
. o 
0 
4. Does chronological age influence achievement? 
5. Does a live-in maid have an affect on conver-
sation abilities? 
6. Does the residential area affect conversation 
abilities? 
7. Are children with bilingual (Spanish) back-
ground high academic achievers? Are they 
high-achievers in Spanish? 
8. Can a handicapped or remedial child learn a 
second language? 
Previous research in relation to the art of learning a 
second language has here been divided into five categories. 
They are: 
1. Motivation and attitudes in second-language 
learning. 
2. Optimum age for second-language learning • 
3. The intelligence factor in second-language 
learning. 
4. Pitch discrimination and mimicry. 
5. Bilingualism as related to intelligence and 
achievement. 
6. Other related factors. 
2. Motivation and Attitudes in Language Learning 
The ability to speak a foreign language is usually a sourc 
of pride; all children would like to know a second language, jus 
as they would like to be able to play a musical instrument. This 
motivational theory is universal but not all motivations or 
attitudes are mutually applicable to children in stateside* and 
*Stateside is a useful term meaning "in the United States". It 
is used here and follows for the purpose of brevity. 
0 
0 
0 
overseas schools. 
The question of why the language is to be learned is the 
fir~t variable. McOrarylf comments that ••• "reasons sueh as ( 1] 
. 
European schools do 1 t; and ( 2) if the studen·t ever goes over-
seas, are shaky premises on which to predicate an intellectual 
requtrement •••••• If language is to be meaningful to the student 
it must be stated in terms of intellectual and humanistic value! 
not as a possible utility • 11 
We need not concern ourselves with why the fifth grade 
children involved in this study are learning Spanish. They are 
already overseas, in many cases they need the utility sf the 
language, it is a compulsary classroom subject and as~uredly 
the intellectual and humanistic values prevail over the whole 
language-learning process. Gardner and Lambertg/ hypothesized 
that achievement in the learning of a second language is depen-
dent upon the same type of motivation that was necessary in 
order to learn the native language, namely,the desire to become 
a member of a cultural group. 
It would seem logical to teach hsst-nation languages to 
elementary-school children yet the question arises as to what 
use the language will be when the children return to the United 
lf William McOrary, "The Foreign Language Requirement", Modern 
Language Journal, January, 1 960. . 
g/ R. 0~ Gardner, and w. E. Lambert, Motivational variables in 
second-language acquisition. Canadian Journal 2! Psychology, 
1959, 13:266-272. 
<=) States. Granted, children may forget words, but pronunciation 
habits and pattern rhythms are as unforgettable as swimming or 
bicycle-riding, because they are learned with muscles of the 
speech organs. This early training will be valu~ble, although 
the child does not continue, as he may be required to take a 
foreign language later in his school life. The child's over-
seas experience is an excellent springboard to high achievement 
as studies have indicated that interest in a language (or lan-
guages) correlates positively with achievement. 
0 
Interests of stateside elementary-school children 
£oreign language or language arts discussed by Tyler!/ 
toward a 
and Ear-
leyg/. Tyler of Ohio State University made an eight year stud I 
on behavi0r of children from grades one through eight. One outl 
standing result from £allowing the children up through the eigh]. 
grades was to £ind that they developed a strong dislike for for~ 
eign languag·e. Earley's analysis of f~fth grade children's 
preferences for school subjects, list interests in this order: 
(1) Arithmetic; (2) Reading; (3) Art; (4) Social Studies; (5) 
Science; (6) Spelling; (7) Music; (8) Language Arts; (9) Pen-
manship. The point to be brought out here.is that anything to 
do with the art of communication such as spelling, language art 
and penmanship gets low priority. It should be noted that chilI_ 
1/ Ralph Tyler, "Oonditions for Effective Learning", National 
Education Association Journal, (September, 1959) 48:-47-49. · 
gj William Earley, An Analysis. 2! ~ Influences g! Intelli-
gence~ Age Di££erence Upon 5th Grade Ohildren*s Preferences 
0 ~ School Subject. Unpublished Master's Thesis, Bost0n Univer sity, 1948. 
ren do have an interest in other cultural groups as evidenced 
by social studies in fourth ~lace. 
The second variable concerns family motivation or parental 
attitudes. Skinner,!/ in his book on Verbal Behavior, states 
that "echo-ic behavior, like all verbal behavior is shaped and 
' 
maintained by certain contingencies of reinforcement. The for-
mal similarity between stimulus and res~onse is part of these 
contingencies and can be explained only by pointing to the sig-
nificance of the similarity to the reinforcing community."· 
Stroud'.g/ stresses the point that "Ample vocal stimulation and 
opportunities for vocal play such as provided by parents in a 
normal home are highly favorable to the development of speech 
sounds. Even the slow youngster will learn if an attempt is 
made at home to speak the second language." 
Lane2/ suggests that parents are inconsistent in reinfor-
cing practices. They allow responses to go unreinforced and 
fail to reinforce desired behavior. Also, he implies that re-
inforcement practices are inconsistent from home to school and 
from school to the street. Children in stateside schools must 
rely on such spurious reinforces as a nod, smile or even punish· 
ment and threat of punishment. The tendency in the home en-
1/ B. F. Skinner, Verbal Behavior, New York: Appleton Century 
Crofts, 1957. p. 59. 
g/ James B. Stroud, Psychology in Education, Longmans Green anc 
Co., New York, 1956. Chap. VI, p. 165. 
2/ Harlan Lane, "Some Dif'ferences In Language Learning", ~­
guage Learning, Vol. XII, No. I, 1962 •. , 
17 
~ronment overseas (Spain) appears to be the antithesis because 
parents are more sophisticated in Spanish. The domestic help 
tends to show great enthusiasm over the language achievement of 
their foreign charges. Maids and nurses are patient, repe,at 
tirelessly, and offer great reinforcement over even the weakest 
effort. 
The effect of parental reinforcement on the learning of a 
s~cond language was discussed by Lambert.!/ He refers to the 
lack of learning and practice opportunities out·side the school 
as one difficulty in language learning on the elementary level 
i~ the states. The conclusions·he reached were that (1) parent 
w~re too inhibited and self-conscious to be of great help; (2) 
parents with some background in the language made no greater 
contributions and (3) children had better accents and were 
critical of parents. 
Parental reinforcement in language learning overseas has 
greater validity than that of parents in stateside situations. 
Lambert's conclusions still seem to exist but in a far lesser 
degree. 
One observation concerning parent's attitudes should be 
mentioned here, for all is not rosy and not all children in 
overseas situations receive even as much reinforcement as in a 
stateside situation. The military life is the work-day world 
'I 
!/ Philip L~mbert, "Should Parents Study Languages Too?", The 
Elementary School Journal, Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
{December, 1959). p. 124-127. 
o£ the sponsor and his ~amily. Being overseas for a three-year 
tour of duty is just part of the job. Many families do not con 
sider this a great opportunity but rather a negative factor in 
their family existence. Their negative attitudes may have such 
ramifications that they do irre~arable harm (1) as poor ambas-
sadors of their own United States; (2) by showing such disre-
spect toward domestic and outside help the children assume the 
same role of demonstrating disrespect; (3) for they often have 
negative attitude toward learning the host-nation's language; 
(4) and they exist in a vacuum consisting of the base-housing 
area, the post-exchange area and the service clubs. The writer 
knows of children who have never entered a Spanish store, neith r 
ventured into the city of Madrid nor to any cultural land marks 
near the city, not to mention touring in any part o~ the coun-
try. The child is exposed to his Spanish class each day and ma 
see only those landmarks visited on school field trips. If the 
is no maid in the home this is the extent of his cultural ex-
periences. 
The ~allowing quote was found at the end of an article in 
the November, 1958 Modern Language JouTnal.l/ It sums up the 
previous paragraph in this way: 
.11 
"The overseas employee who does not command the 
language of the host nation can no more enjoy 
life there ('unless he takes refuge in an English 
speaking colony) than the person who tries to 
watch a baseball game without knowing the rules. 
A sympathetic understanding of a people, fostered 
---------' Modern Language Journal, (November, 1958)42:351 
through social contact with them and enhanced and 
enriched by a command o.f their language, is. the 
difference between residing in a .foreign country 
and living in a .foreign country. n 
Roger Hagans 
Summary: Motivation may be considered in the 1.1gb. t of in-
tensity and kind. In citing general motivations, objective re-
search indicates that with high and low-achiever groups equated 
in intelligence, the high achiever showed a significant interes 
in learning the second language. Lack o.f motivation is more 
pronounced among the weak students. When comparing motivation 
and assiduity, the amount o.f "homework" done does not seem to 
have any affect on helping the weak student improve his grades. 
Reinforcement is desired and effective. Dunkelrs1/ study in-
dicated that those students offered monetary bonuses .for over-
achievement did have higher scores than the non-bonus group. 
vonWittichg/ reached the conclusion through her study o.f pre-
dictions of success in foreign language study, that success is 
a result of capacity and o.f motivation as reflected by achieve-
ment. The studies reviewed in this section show that interest 
in languages in general, and/or in the particular language bein 
studied, correlate positively with achievement. 
1/ H. B. Dunkel, "The Effect o.f :Personality In Language Achiev-
ment". Journal Q!·Educational Psychology, 1947. 38:177-182. 
?J Barbara vonWi ttich, "Prediction o.f Success in Foreign Lan-
guage Study", Modern Language Journal, (May, 1962) 46:208-212. 
3. Optimum Age for Second-Language Learning 
The best study made to date on age(s) and second-language 
learning was made by Penfield.l/ The following is ~uoted from 
his 1953 paper: 
"When more than one language is learned, the speech 
areas of the dominant hemisphere (of the brain) take 
them all on without geographical separation that one 
can discover. If languages are learned in the right 
way, and :particularly if they are learned at the 
right age·, multiple languages may be learned per-
fectly, with little effort and without psychological 
confusion ••• 
Teaching foreign languages in the final years of 
school is good, but the effort yields surprisingly 
small return. • .My plea is that we should let child-
ren hear second languages, properly spoken, at an 
early age ••• The brain passes thraugh unalterable 
transitions. I.t is especially adopted ta the learning 
of language in reasoned thought at another, a +ater 
stage. Physiological evolution causes it to special-
ize in the learning of language before the ages o~ten 
to fourteen. After that gradually, inevitably, it 
seems to become rigid, slow, less perceptive. In re-
gard to this function, it is soon senescent." 
Linguists and psychologists seem to agree with Penfield that 
early childhood is the time for second-language learning. 
Lare~ in a study of articulation of children between the ages 
of seven and eleven found the seven-year old the ~ighest achiev ~ 
Dunkel and Pillet2/ i~ their carefully evaluated three-year 
1/ Wilder Penfield, "A Consideration of the NeuroJ,lhysiological 
Mechanisms of S:peech and Some Educational Consequences". Pro-
ceedings----------
:?/ Lenor A. Larew, "The O:ptimum Age For Beginning A Foreign 
Language",~ Modern Language Journal, (May, 1961), Vol. XLV, 
No. 5, :p. 203. 
- 2/ Harold Dunkel and Roger Pillet, "A Second Year of French In 
====tlPJs.zl:;!$!!-f~o! School", Elementary Sehool Journal, (December, 
~ study found third and fourth graders better in learning ability 
than later levels. 
0 
0 
Tom~ reports some interesting facts on the intuitive 
capacity of children to learn and understand spoken language. 
He begins by stating: " ••• children do not learn a language as 
adults do, by the memorizing o~ parts of speech, moods, tenses, 
etc." He continues by relating an observation while living in 
Bengal of how the English children of three or ~our years old 
were conversing freely at different times with their parents in 
English, with their nurses in Bengali, and with.the house-ser-
vants in Hindustani. 
A definite parallel can be drawn with Tomb's observation 
and the very same observation made by the writer when visiting 
friends in Madrid who had pre-school children. Two interesting 
examples were related by parents concerning the ability of thei 
pre-school children to speak a foreign language. One parent whl 
has difficulty learning Spanish and understanding the nationals 
often had to ask her four-year-old daughter to translate the 
maid's conversation and often ask her to relate a message to th 
maid the mother was unable to get across. Another parent noted 
that when she or the maid called outside to her three-year-old 
son to ask, nwhere are you?" he would answer "aqui" (here) to 
the maid and "huh".? to his mother who would then have to repeat 
!/ J. w. Tomb, "On the Intuitive Capacity of Childr.en to Under 
stand Spoken Language", British Journal 2! Psychology-, (July, 
1928), 16:53-55. 
:12 
or follow his voice. How interesting that the child answered 
the Spanish maid promPtly, but would answer his mother with a 
questioning Americanism demanding repetition. Is our English 
language so phonetically poor that we are required to repeat 
ourselves? 
Tom~ continues to comment that the English ~arents were 
learning with the aid of a •imunshi" (teacher) and much labor-
ious effort resulting in just enough Hindustani to comprehend 
what the house-servants are saying provided they do not speak 
too quickly ••• and very often asking an English child to act 
as interpreter. 
German author Herman Kessler,g/ while on lecture tour, was 
quoted as saying that a foreign language for an adult is diffi-
cult because his own language works as a handicap and that "an 
adult should try to feel that he is speaking anew". In dis-
cussion of his new language-teaching techniques he expressed 
many times the idea that even though techniques have improved, 
it still takes blood, sweat and tears to learn a language. 
According to Pargment2/ no language can be learned easily or 
quickly mastered no matter what the method and who the master. 
In view of this research ~he writer assumes Kessler and 
!/ Tomb, QE. Q11., p. 53. 
~/ Hermann Kessler, S. & S. Munich Bureau, Stars~ Stripes, 
TApril 31, 1962). 
2/ Michael :Pargment, "On Learning a Foreign Language", ~ 
Modern Language Journal, (March, 1945), 198-209. . 
Pargment are referring to language learning for persons over ag 
fourteen. 
Summary: Learning a second language is easiest for a four 
year old child; still easy for a seven to ten-year old. After 
the age of ten young people become more inhibited in their 
powers of expression and the vocal mechanism grows progressivel 
rigid beyond the age of twelve. Although some adults have in-
nate abilities toward verbalizing and auding so as to master a 
-
second language well, most adults, because of physiological and 
psychological frigidity, are unable to achieve the fluency leve 
of children. 
An analysis of data in Chapter III will attempt to show if 
chronological age, even within the fifth-grade classes (ages 
nine to twelve), will have any bearing on Spanish language 
achievement. 
4. The-Intelligence Factor in Second-Language Learning 
Of all objective research made, a list of factors influencH 
ing language learning by Tireman and Zinz1/ was found to be mos 
compendious. They list these factors in order of importance as 
follows: (1) desire to learn; (2) amount of exposure; (3) socio-
economic status; (4) influence of leaders; (5) schools; (6) edu~ 
cational adjuncts and elements (alphabet, etc.); and (7) intel-
ligence. Our concern here is the role intelligence plays on 
second language learning. Tireman, in this same article, con-
jJ Lloyd Tireman and Miles Zinz, "Factors Influencing Learning 
a Second Language", Education, 81:.1960-61. p. 310. · 
tinues by di~cussing the least influential factor by stating: 
-
"The part that intelligence plays in foreign lan-
guage learning is not specifically knotvn. If a 
person is listening to or reading a foreign lan-
guage, intelligence would undoubtedly be very im-
portant. If the same person is talking a foreign 
language, there are additional qualities which 
appear to be equal, if not more favorable. n 
11 . Bovee and Froehlich used groups of first and second year 
pupils in French to conclude that intelligence may not be a ver 
important factor in foreign language achievement for beginning 
students; but may exert its influence in advanced courses. 
The research on intelligence as a factor in foreign-lan-
guage learning achievement is quite extensive. Most studies in-
dicate that there is a positive relationship and that intelli-
gence is a significant factor in achievement. 
It should be pointed out that most of the studies correla-
ting these two factors were mad·e with students of high-school 
age or older. It has already been indicated that the natural 
ability to learn a second language well diminishes at about age 
twelve. The trend in the past has been to start second-languag 
learning in the junior-high and high schools when the child is 
less physiologically and psychologically ready than before. 
Therefore, intelligence must replace the lost plasticity for 
achieving. It proves to be a more important factor in advanced 
language courses than in elementary ones. 
11 A. G. Bovee and G. J. Froehlich, Some observations on the 
relationship between mental ability and achievement in French. 
School Review, 1945, 53, 534-537. 
1 
Tireman and Zinz,11 after listing desir~ as the paramount 
factor'and intelligence as the last factor in learning a second 
language, continued this discussion by commenting that: 
"The part that intelligence plays in foreign-lan-
guage learning is not specifically known. If a 
person is listening to or reading a foreign lan-
guage, intelligence would undoubtedly be very im-
portant. If the same ·person is talking in a for-
eign language, there are additional qualities 
which appear to be equal if not more favorable." 
1-6 
Students in high-school are expected to read, translate anc 
write a foreign language. This requires degrees of intelligencJ. 
Ohildren in the dependents' elementary schools in Madrid begin 
copying Spanish from the board, and keep a notebook and receive 
their first reader in Spanish from the fourth-grade level. It 
is justified on this level because of the childrens' speaking 
abilities due to environmental and instructional factors. 
Foster and Williamsg( write of an. experiment with fourth 
grade children where one group was exposed to written as well a~ 
auralforal Spanish. The other group saw no written Spanish. Re-
sults showed that in general, children who had.been exposed to 
the written word did not perform as well as the control aural/ 
oral group on the tests. Their retention of vocabulary, howeveJ, 
was better. Neither group lost in comprehension after three 
weeks with no practice. 
1/ Tireman and Zinz, Q£. Qii., P. 310. 
gj Dorothy Foster, and O~~rence Williams, "Aural/Oral Writt-en 
vs. Aural/Oral in Teaching Spanish to 4th Graders?, Modern 
Language Journal, (April, 1960). · 
0 The Modern Language Association says that the ability to 
read and write Li second langua~ be deliberately set aside fo 
later training. 
In Leslau's thesis1/ she makes this statement as a result 
of her research: 
"It seems obvious that a child' s· capacity for lan-
guage learning is of a subconscious nature and does 
not depend on intelligence, for if the latter were 
the case, it is reasonable to assume that the parents 
would pick up the various vernaculars more quickly 
than their children, whereas experience shows that 
the direct opposite occurs. Children must, therefore, 
possess a capacity, not based on intelligence but on 
intuity for placing the correct meanings on spoken 
sounds, a capacity which they retain up to a certain 
age, but in the majority of instances, lose altogether 
as they approach adult life." 
Again we note that language-learning is for young children 
c=) who need not depend on intelligence as adults and adolescents 
do. 
vonWittich's investigationg/ of 230 ninth-grade students 
to find an easily accessible predictor of success, in foreign 
language study at the junior-high schooY level disclosed that: 
(1)· I.Q. was the poorest single predictor of achievement in for 
eign languages; (2) Mathematics proved of no significance; (3) 
English grade point was the second best predictor; and (4) Tota 
grade point average proved to be the best single predictor, but 
most effective when combined with I.Q. There~ore, total grade 
1/ Charlotte Leslau, ~ Investigation Q! Studies Dealing ~ 
Bilingualism: Review Q! Research, Unpublished Ma·ster' s Thesis, 
Boston University, 1955. 
0 ?J vonWi ttich, ,sm. ill•, p. 211. 
• 
point average could be used alone to predict success in foreign 
language study and it usually is an indicator of both capacity 
and motivation. 
Summary: As a result of wha~ has been written it appears 
that a young child's capacity for language learning is not de-
pendent at all on intelligence but on intuitiveness and is of a 
subconscious natu~e. Intelligence becomes a more significant 
factor when correlated with achievement in second-language 
learning with students above age twelve. Intelligence is the 
poorest single predictor of achievement in foreign language. 
5. Pitch Discrimination and Mimicry 
To discuss this area of research the writer refers again to 
. 11 Tireman and Zinz and their article on factors influencing 
learning a second language. They state that: 
"Perception of sound differences and auditory memory 
are examples ~f additional qualities which appear 
to be equal, if not more favorable than intelligencif. 
In every language there are words that are similar in 
sound. To speak like a native, one must be able to 
imitate the tone, stress, acc·ent, and rhythm of the 
native speaker. Imitation ca~qs for fine distinc-
tions of sound which can only be attained by one who 
has a keen ear and retentive memory." 
Dexter's~ypothesis that pitch discrimination is more im-
portant than I.Q. in ability to learn accent was supported by 
.1/ Tireman and Zinz, Q.n. Q!!.,, p. 310/. 
gj E. s. Dexter and K. ~. Omwake, "The Relation Between :Pitch 
Discrimination and Accent in Modern Languages, 11 Journal .Q! 
Applied Psychology, (1934), 18:267-271. 
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his study with high-school students taking French. Dexter con-
cluded that, " ••• comparatively low I.Q. accompanied by good 
pitch discrimination seems to result in reasonably successful 
work in French; whereas co.rrespondingly low I.Q. accompanied by 
low ability to discriminate pitch leads to failure in French." 
There are very few studies found which deal with pitch dis] 
crimination as a variable in foreign language learning for high 
schools levels and above. 
On the elementary school level general statements have been 
made on mimicry and auding (hearing) versus intelligence. 
Etnire!/ spent five years with. the same group of children 
giving the class 15 minutes of Spanish each day as it progressea 
from grade two to six over the five-year period. Her observa-
tions were as follows: 
1. Much has been written and said about a child's uncanny 
ability to imitate the sounds of a foreign language. She agrees 
that children do imitate new soun4s of languages amazingly wellj 
but did not find it to be true of all children. 
2. There seems to be no definite correlation between a 
child's ability or inability to hear and pronounce the Spanish 
"r" and his I.Q. o:r progress in other subjects. Some of the 
brighter children were unable to distinguish the difference and 
some slower children imitated the sound perfectly. 
!/ Elizabeth Etnire, "Five Years of Spanish in the Elementary 
School," Modern Language Journal, (November, 1958), Volume 42: 
349-351. . 
3. There is a definite correlation between the I.Q. and 
the general progress the child makes in his ·second language. 
MuellerY uses and clarifies the verb "to aud" in his studjf 
. 
and comments, " •• the verb "to aud" ••• refers to the process of 
listening to, hearing, recognizing, comprehending, and inter-
preting spoken language. Auding is to hearing what reading is 
to seeing •••••• Inability to aud has nothing to do with I.Q., in] 
competence, inattentiveness, or most past experiences and habit 
which may have been developed •••• Mimicry in learning a foreign 
language is a good approach but if the student does not hear 
accurately, his mimicry will remain deficient.~.Language is 
learned through oral experiences repeated infinitely. 
K~rchg( noted that eleven-year olds studying German had 
dL~fi~ul ty with the German "ch", "r" and gutteral sounds whereas 
the first graders. were able to produce them properly after hear~ 
ing them only two or three times. 
Linn2/ discussed mimicry when writing about the difference 
in attitude toward the road by which children come to know a 
second language. He classifies these differences as: 
1. Those who are willing to learn versus those 
who are unable to avoid language classes so 
1/ Theodore Mueller, "Perception in Foreign Language ·Learning" 
Modern Language Journal, (April, 1958). . 
ing", Modern Language Journal, (November, 1956) , 339. 
2/ Rolph N. Linn, "The Language Teacher's Dilemma", Modern 
Language Journal, (February, 1961), Volume XLV, Number 2: 68-70 
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0 never come to terms with the demands·made on them. 
2. Those whose £orte is memory and mimicry versus 
those who understand best what is developed before 
them with mathematical precision. 
3. Those to whom language is an aim versus those 
to whom it is a tool. 
The traditional method is most successful with the scientific 
mind. This type of student often has merely the limited objec-
tive of learning how to read and translate. With a direct.oral 
approach he is impatient and also easily lost. The imitator, tbe 
student with a gift for languages on the other hand, is likely 
to do well with this latter (aural/oral) method. 
In testing for auditory discrimination great pains are take~ 
to develop tests where intelligence may not affect performance. 
(]1 Spanish is the least reliable language for testing auditory dis-
crimination due to the highly phonetic spelling system and the 
discriminations are more difficult to relate to the spelled words 
of a less phonetic language like French. 
Ayerlf developed a test for auditory discrimination in Span-
ish. He attempted to eliminate general mental ingenuity and 
associations with written symbols by giving the test orally and 
requiring only a mark on an IBM answer sheet. The test was of 
this type: Which of the three words sound the same? pulado, 
pularo, pulado. Intelligence had no relation to, or affect on, 
the child's performance in this test. 
1/ George Ayer, "An Auditory Discrimination Test Based On Span-
ish", Modern Language Journal, (May, 1960). 
Summary: Age is a signi£icant £actor in the abillty to 
hear and repeat sounds. Children of about age seven have the 
best plasticity for pitch discriminatinn and seem to be the 
least inhibited in attempting accents. 
There seems to be no correlation between a child's ability 
to hear and reproduce foreign sounds and his I.Q. or scholastic 
achievement. 
Auding, the process o£ listening to, hearing, or recogniz-
ing sounds, has nothing to do with intelligence, inattentive-
ness or most past experiences and habits £ormed in the past. 
Pitch discrimination is suggested to be more important than 
I.Q. in the ability to learn accents. 
~ 6. Biiingualism as Related to IntelLigence and Achievement 
..... 
Of the 211 fi£th-grade children investigated £or this study, 
about 25 (11 per cent) can be considered familial bilinguals. 
0£ these 25, Spanish is the £irst language of 13 (six per cent 
of the 211). 
These 13 Spanish-speaking children are the extremes in the 
tabulations as they are usually low-scholastic high-Spanish 
achievers with low I.Q.'s.~ They are children whose parents are 
native Puerto Ricans, Cubans or Mexicans. 
The classroom study of a foreign language certainly differ 
from the learning of a language within one's own family. The 
impact o£ such £amilial bilingualism has been the subject o£ 
several studies. 
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Arsenian11 cited several instances which indicated the 
young bilingual is more apt to encounter intellectual scholas-
tic, and emotional difficulties. He wrote this review in 1945 
and there has been some doubt cast on these general conclusions 
by more recent studies. One of his conclusions did indicate 
that bilingualism neither retards nor accelerates mental devel-
opment. A supplementary study made with Pintner (1937) supports 
the findings of a zero correlation between bilingualism and ver~ 
bal intelligence as well as school adjustment. In comparing 
highly bilingual and low bilingual children with respect to men-
tal development, he again obtained no significant difference. 
A study was made by Eichhorn and Jonesg/ where the Pintner 
General Ability Test was given in two elementary schools in New 
York City to fifth and sixth graders of Puerto Rican parentage 
who spoke Spanish at home. The mean non-language I.Q. was sig-
nificantly higher than the verbal I.Q. It is expected that this 
would also be the case with the Spanish-speaking fifth graders 
in Madrid involved in this study. 
Lerea and Kohut21 compared the rate of learning of foreign 
vocabulary items (seven Hebrew characters) of 30 monolinguals 
1/ S. Arsenian, "Bilingualism in the Post War World", J?sychol-
~ Bulletin, (1945), 42:65-86. 
y D. H. Eichorn and H. E. Jones, "Bilingualism", Review .Q! 
Educational Research, (December, 1952), 22:425 •. 
2/ L. Lerea and s. M. Kohut, "A Comparative Study of Mono-
linguals and Bilinguals in a Verbal Task Performance", Journal 
.Q! Clinical Psychology, (1961),.27:49-52. . 
() with 30 bilingual bhi.ldren, matching the individuals as to age, 
sex and intelligence. All o~ the students were ~rom nine to 
eleven years o~ age. The bilinguals were ~ound to be superior 
in this lea~ing task. In an analysis o~ the social adjustment 
of the two groups, no di~~erences were detected. 
0 
0 
In Leslau's thesis11 on bilingualism the author makes the 
~ollowing conclusions: 
1. Newer investigations seem to bear out the fact 
that bilin~alism has no direct rela~ionsh~p with 
intelligence, one way or the other. 
2. E.vidence of the effect o:r bilingualism on 
verbal and academic achievement seems to pb±nt 
in its ~avor. 
Kahan ~s thesisg/ on the effect o·f a second language (Hebrew 
qn reading achievement brings about the implication that learn-
ing a second language simultaneously with the regular reading 
program seems to have no effect on .reading achievement either 
positively or negatively. 
Spoerl's study21 of 69 college students who were bilingual 
in childhood and 69 monolingual students, matched for age, sex, 
socioeconomic status (Arsenian used the same 3 criteria) ghowed 
that the two groups (1) did not di£fer signi~icantly on an ~n­
di vidual verbal. test of intelligence.: (~) -the bilingual group 
1/ Charlotte Leslau, 0-o • .Qll-., p. 73. 
g/ .Anne M. Kahan, ~ Effect Q! ~ Second Langp.age (Hebrew) On 
,Readin~ Achievement ~ ~ Ele~entarx School Level, Unpublished 
ster s Thesis, Boston University, 1961. 
D. T. Spoerl, "Study o~ Some o~ the Possible Factors Involve 
in Foreign Language Learning", Modern Language Journal, { 1939), 
23: 428-431. 
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was superior on the Furdue Placement Test in English: (3) other 
results showed higher academic achievement on the part o£ the 
bilinguals and: (4) no di£ferences were found in reading abilit~. 
In considering this ~tudy's bilingual group it se~ms that 
very few if any parallels can be drawn with the findings in the 
above research and the Madrid bilingual group. The difference·s 
might be listed as following in reference to the Madrid group: 
1. I.Q. test results (California ~ntal Maturity) 
show the bilingual group with a low I.Q. of 73, 
high of 120, and an average I.Q. of 94. A break-
down of verbal and non-verbal I.Q. scores would be 
desirable; these are an average of the two. 
2. Most o£ the Bilingual children have reading and 
spelling difficulties. 
3. Most of them are put in the non-achieving class 
because of weakness in language arts. 
4. Most are older than children of their grade level. 
5. Some do not do well in Spanish instruction be-
cause they do not put effort into the reading and 
writing areas. 
6. Bilingualism does not appear to have a positive 
effect on verbal and academic achievement. 
7. Generally this group shows lack of effort in 
scholastic achievement. This could be the fault 
of the school system., 
8. Most of this group are musically and artistically 
talented. 
9. All are from large families and comparatively low 
socioeconomic groups. None is from o£ficer ranks. 
Meager evidence permits no conclusion or assurance that the 
above statements are dependable or accurate. 
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7. Other Factors in Second-Language Learning 
There are several other factors within a student which may 
1 
help or hinder him in his e£fort to learn a foreign language. 
~ 
These other factors will be mentioned only briefly. 
~--Most researchers divided their groups by sex when mak-
ing second-language studies. Persons concerned with language 
girls tend to do better than boys in 
should be grouped by sex for studies 
2.6 
in second-language learning includes non-experimental studies or 
!1 psychological hypotheses. 
<:) I Short case studies Qy Nida1/ of intelligent missionary stu-
dents for whom the learning of language was particularly diffi-
0 
li cult showed that the difficulties were a result of student's 
r 
I 
fear of making a fool of themselves and losing prestige. 
I Dunkelg/ disproved his hypothesis that the more compulsive i the personality of language learner the higher would be his 
I score in a certain second language. Those who ranked as the 
' 
j more compulsive on the Rorschach were not consistently superior. 
j __ 
I 
i ~l 1/ E. A. Nida, "Motivation in Second Language Learning", 
I\ Language Learning, ( 1956-1957), 7: 11=15. 
i' 
:! g/ Dunkel, Q,£. Oi t., p. 180. 
~~,, 
I 
' 
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Pritchardll observed the playground behavior of 32 elemen-~,I 
1 tary school boys and £ound a cor~elation of .72 between his j 
measures o£ "sociabilityu and the capacity to speak fluently in l French among the group. 
1 Brach£eld' s?l theoretical viewpoint is that the "life 
style" of ·the person is more important in ~anguage learning 
than are intelligence, amount of s~udy and number o£ class 
~~ hours. Those persons who have a life style consisting of con-
~ tact-readiness more easily attain efficienc)ll in a new language. 
! Stengel2/ ~sserts that children learn language £aster due 
1 
l to the absence o£ a strict sel£-imposed demand for accuracy. In h 
I; 
the psychoanalytic view, this sel£-imposed demand is the result 
of the £unctioning o£ the super ego, hence those persons £or 
whom emotional experiences are not greatly threatening may be 
more comfortable in the face of in£antile modes of thought that 
are triggered off by the learning of a new language. 
Study Habits--In relation to a student's e£fort and achieve-
Politzer!ll found that the best combination for success i~ ment. 
; -----
1/ D. F. L. Pritchard, ".An Investigation Into the Relationship, 
• Between Personality Traits and Ability in Modern Languages", 
British Journal Q! Educational Psychology, (1952), 22: 147-148. 
gj 0. Brachfeld, "Individual Psychology in the Learning of 
, Languages", International Journal .Qi: Individual Psychology, 
I (1939), 2: 77-83. 
l :2/ E. Stengel, "On Learnine; A New Languagen, International 
~~Journal of Psychoanalysis, { 1939), 20:471-479. 
~~,I !!J R. L~.Poli tzer, "Assiduity and Achievement", Modern Language 
, Journal, ( 1960), 44:14-16. · ' 
o I 
!I 
11 
!I. 
I 
r 
I second-language learning is ~ptitud~ and a normal amount of 
I 
assiduity. Assiduity in laboratory attendance can offset apti-
tude factors while assiduity in homework does not seem to have I 
any such effects. Results made it clear that the typical A stul 
I ' 
student rather than the hard worker. 
I 
dent was the high aptitude 
11 Not one hard worker got A, but quite a £ew hard workers £ailed I in 
I 
spite of effort. 
Politzer's study!/ was with college students. It is felt 
that, through observations made, the hard working elementary 
student in Madrid would become an A student in Spanish, at least 
for the first two years of instruction because of his age, en-
vironment, attitude and desire.· Apxitude emerges as an impor-
tant factor if the child studies advanced Spanish. 
Wi ttenl?orn and Larsen' sY- s·tudy with college students in-
dicated that high achievers; (1) studied corrected homework 
assignments and tests; (2) read the second language for ideas 
rather than words, also studied vocabulary in context and; (3) 
are more likely to work daily on the second language. A 1945 
study gave evidence that the effects of study habits are greater 
I 
for freshmen than for sophomores. It was not decided whether 
this was due to maturation or that students with poor study 
habits tend to either improve them or drop out. 
11 lli.£.. 
y J. R. Wittenborn and R. P. Larsen, "A Factorial Study of 
Achievement in College German", Journal·Q.! Educational Psycho-
~' (1944), 35:39-48. 
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~ , Verbal Ability--The investigation of the relationship bet-
0 
0 
1 ween ability in the native tongue (verbal ability) and success 
in learning a second language has been ·a popular area of re-
search. The studies tend to show that verbal ability in one's 
I native language is .positively correlated with success in learn-
!! ing a £oreign language. However, the extent of this correlation 1 II I has often been found to be very slight and variable depending on 
the particular language and degree of advancement in the course!! 
I 
The studies of .Peters1/ Traxle~ and Carroll2/ indicate that 
1 native verbal ability is not equally important in the learning I of second languages nor is it highly relate_d to success in the 
! first stages of second-language learning. Morgani/ Williams.2/ 
Tallent£/ and Dorcus1/ show a significant correlation when com-
:V H. C. Peters, "The Prediction of Success and Failure in Ele 11 
I mentary Foreign Language Courses", Journal .9.! Applied l'sycholog:vj, (1953)' 37:178-181. . . 
gj A. E. Traxler, "The Relation of Vocabulary and Grammar to 
! Reading Achievement·in Latin, French and Spanish", Educational ! Research Bulletin, (1947), 48:61-65. . . 
1
2/ J. B. Carroll and s. E. Richards, "Instruction in Foreign 
11 
Languages", Re·view .9.! Educational Research, ( 1952) , 22:116-35. 
1! i/ W. J. 'Morgan, "A Clinical Approach to Foreign Languages 
,, Achievement", Georgetown University Monograph Service .Q! ~-
1 guage Linguistics, (1953), 4: 15-21. 
l 
11.2/ S.B. Williams and H.J. Leavitt, "Prediction of Successiin 
~~·Learning Japanese", Journal .9.! Applied Psychology, ( 1947), 
1 31: 164-168. . 
J' £/ E.R. ·Tallent, "Three Coefficients of Correlation That Concem 
Modern Foreign Languages", Modern Langqage Journal, ( 1938), 
22: 591-594. . 
11./ R.M. Dorcus, G.E. Mount and M.H. Jones, "Construction and 
i Validation o.f Foreign Language Aptitude Tests", Personnel Re-
lfsearch Branch Report, United States Army Department, AGO-PRE, 
l ~ (June, 1952), Number 993 Washington: American Documental In-1 sti tution. 
r,! 
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! paring English Test scores and foreign language grades in their 
' 
! studies. 
1
1 Effect Q! Second Language Instruction Qli Basic Learning--A stud~ 
li with a third-grade experimental and oontrol group was made by I 
11 ijohnson, Ellison and Floreslf to discover what effeot taking 
I' time out of the regular classroom schedule for study of a second 
r language has on learning in other areas of the ourrioulum suoh 
I as reading, language and arithmetic. BRA tests were given at 
! beginning and end of the academic year and study with regard to 
gain in basic skills achievement. Spanish was taught to the Exj 
perimental group by a native of gpain. The method was oral/aurJ~ 
!no reading or writing, only conversation. Findings as far as 
j the SRA achievement test scores were concerned showed that the 
I experimental group which had Spanish showed gains equal to or 
I
I greater than the control group. Arithmetic and English grammar 
showed the greatest gain; Reading gains were so close to 0 they 
1 were regarded as insignificant. 
II 
I 
II 
1r ~-~----0-h_a_r_l-es E. Johnson, Fred P. Ellison, and Josephs. Flores, 
'l The Effect of Foreig11 Language Instruction on Basis Learning 
j in Elementary Schools", Modern Language Journal (May, 1961), 
~~Volume XLV, Number 5 •. 
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II stances, having a child in class. None of these is a reliable 
jl 
!1 source. 
!i 
r Researchers are in agreement concerning some factors in-
! volved in second language learning. They are: 
I 1 • Consistent evidence that desire or willingness to be a 
~~member of the language community and, interest in the :particula:m 
language being studied correlates :positively with achievement. 
!Attitude can be the main factor when beginning a secon&-language. 
J! lj 2. Intelligence, which can be related to native language 
!1 (English) verbal ability is the area most completely investiga-
. ~ 
'I 
<:) I! ted. Most studies show general agreement over the existence of 
)I a positive relationship even though some researchers place in-j! . 
0 
0 
il telligence at the bottom of the list of important factors. Thele 
I is agreement, however, that intelligence emerges in importance 
I 
as the second-language studies become highly advanced. 
Research on the optimum age for second-language learn-
I! ~~ ing states, almost 
one, two and three 
without exception, that children in grades 
are the best able to learn a second language. 
Pre-school children learn a second language as easily as their 
native tongue with the same mother-child reiationship. Second-
1 j language learning in schools usually begin~ at age 14, the age 
when the student has begun to lose aural-oral plasticity for 
I learning. A conclusion may be made that foreign language studies 
should begin in the elementary schools, not Junior-senior-high 
I 
schools. 
4. Pitch discrimination seems to be more important than 
I.Q. in ability to learn accents. Good pitch discrimination 
accompanied by a comparatively low I.Q. may result in reasonabl 
!successful work in a second language. Mimicry is a common ele-
lment in a young child's personality and a prime factor in his 
I lability to learn easily. 
i 5. Studies made on bilingualism show very little correla-
ltion with intelligence. Some studies have shown a higher aca-
ldemic achievement on the part of bilinguals. rfuen given a test 
' ~~ f'or learning certain vocabulary items bilinguals were f'ound to 
I 
II be signif'icantly superior in their learning task. There is some 
,, 
l 
t 
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I 
• evidence that the learning of one foreign language affects 
I 
I 
! achievement in subsequent languages studied as would be expec-
' 
ted. The bilinguals involved in this study do not seem to 
1 parallel the findings mentioned as there are generally low 
! 
~achievers, have lower I.Q. scores, and do no·t rate high in lear -
ing tasks such as reading vocabulary. 
6. Researchers usually separate boys and girls for their 
studies as girls tend to do better in communicatio~ arts. There~ 
fore, sex appears to be a factor in second language learning. 
Taking time from classroom routine to study a second 
l· language does not appear to have an effect on academic achieve-
! 
1 ment. One study group, taking time for the second language, 
showed higher achievement scores in regular subjects. No study 
·,of this has been made in the Madrid schools but a conjecture ma~ 
be made that time taken ~rom regular classroom studies has no 
0 
0 
0 
~~ country, associating with and speaking the language of the n.a-
! tives of that country and (4) the child simply has no desire to 
j 
jlearn a second language. 
I 
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OHAPTER'II 
- > 
SPANISH-LANGUAGE AGHIEVEMENT 
IN OVERSEAS :QEPENDENTS' SOHOOLS 
The purpose of this study is to discover who the high and 
low achievers are and to determine some factors which may relatJ 
to their level of achievement. The population considered in-
~~ volves 211 of the 275 children in nine(fifth-grade classes of 
I two elementary schools serving American civilian and military 
I 
,, personnel in Madrid, Spain. I 
I This chapter attempts to de$cribe (1) the genesis and scope 
I of all overseas dependents' schools; (2) why there are depend-
•. II ents' schools in Spain; (3) the classroom teachers; (4) the 
! school set-up in the Madrid a~~~;r-(5) the nature of the Spanish-
language program; (6) the Spanish teachers; and (7) the methods 
• 
I used in making this study. I .. 
1. Description of Overse~s Dependent~' Schools 
The Department of Defense Ove~seas Dependents' School sys-
tem is the fifth largest American school system.!/ Its task is 
to operate its schools in a manner which would provide educa-
tional opportunities equal to the best schools in the United 
. States • 
.1/ William M., Derrick, "Department of Defense Schools", Phi 
~ Kappan (November, 1960), 55-58 • 
I 
II 
j The over-all authority o£ the overseas Dependents' Schools 
I 
lj originates in the o££ice o£ the Assistant Secretary of De£ense, 
i Division o£ Civilian Personnel Policy. l 
j There are approximately 133,350 children attending 209 
I elementary schools and 58 high schools in twenty-seven countrie' 
outside continental United States. These schools are sta££ed b~ 
I 
1 
5, 891 carefUlly selected professional personnel. These are 
1960 £igures which may have increased by the time of this study. 
The army claims the greatest amount of schools with a tota 
! of 48 per cent, the Air Force is second With 44 per cent and th~ 
l! Navy claims the remaining eight per cent. Most Embassy childre~ < I ~ attend these schools where available. There are a few schools 
I operated independently by the Embassy in places such as Rabat 
and Athens. 
It costs £ortyfmillion dollars per year to operate the De-
i pendants' Schools system. This is not a small sum considering 
I I that the operation o£ these schools is the very last item o£ 
I the Department ot De£ense's budget and obligation. 
I j The teachers in these schools are under a special branch o1 
jl Civil Service. All teachers must have at least a Bachelor's de~ 
1 
. j gree plus two years o£ successful teaching in their specific 
,, area. It is imperative that they be physically fit, flexible 
I and have self-reliance. 
I The beginning salary is $4385.00 regardless of years o£ ex-
~~ perience. An act of Congress in 1960 allowed for an additional 
~ $200.00 per year for a Master's degree. 
6 
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~ ,1 School administrators, for overseas positions, must have a 
jMaster's Degree, two years of successful teabhing, two years of 
1
1 
administrative experience and 15 credits in the field of ad-
0 
. ministration. The beginning salary is $5485.00.11 I 
I The Dependents' Schools have the same general curriculum as 
schools in the United States. The school calendar resembles a 
stateside school calendar in terms of opening, closing, and va-
j cation~ so that transient students may have as smooth a transi-
l tion as possible between school situations. The teacher's ob-
I ligation in the classroom and relative to the curriculum is to 
I! insure~ the most stable atmosphere and learning situations pos-
1 
, si ble. 
This system does not enjoy all the advantages typical of a 
stable community system in America, but it has other virtues 
, that cannot be compared. One virtue is the foreign-language 
I program in overseas elementary schools which is a greater part 
I 
~,.of the curricttlum than a foreign language program in stateside 
elementary schools. 
Although the job of the classroom teacher is to maintain 
stability, the nature of the Dependents' School system is that 
I of instability. This is due to a high rate of teacher and stu-
, dent tum-over each year. Ninety per cent of the teachers are 
in the overseas program to travel, so the majority moves from 
1 
~i 
"----- ' ~ 11 ~epartment of the Air Force, Teaching Overseas 
II Force, (AFP 40-20-2), Washington, D.C.: 1957. 
With The Air 
---
0 
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II I! I country i;o country each yea:r. 
sponsor* requests extension o£ 
A student's maximum enrolment 
1 time is three years unless his 
the regular three-year tour of duty. New students are enroll~ng 
or withdrawing every day of the school year, so classrooms do 
not remain static. Often, the new student has missed three or 
1 
four weeks of school upon arrival. 
Ji The tum-over of fifty to seventy-five per cent of the 
school faculty each year, in some ways, makes the work o£ the 
I 
1 administration dif£icult. The administrator has dif£iculty de-
veloping new philosophies or bu~lding (improving) the curricul] 
1 through committee work. There·fore, the philosophy, curriculum 
and syllabus are usually the one phase of the school that remain 
static. 
The Department of Defense has been operating schools for 
dependents** of civilian and military personnel since 1946 but 
t the school s.ystem in Spain is one of the most recent having 
opened in 1956. 
It is important that the United States taxpayer, and in-
1 volved personnel such as school personnel, understand the pur-
lipase of the American mission in Spain. Unlike the surrender 
I 
1 clauses of Japan and Germany, United States personnel are sta-
ltioned in a neutral nation headed by a dictator under the fo1-
111owing circumstances: 
! ____ _ 
~Sponsor is a term used in the military meaning the father o£ 
!the dependent child. 
' J
1 
**Dependents are children of military personnel. Wives and other 
family members such as sup orted in-laws are also de endents. 
t 
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c:) The Agreement -~ Spainl/ 
1. The Governments of Spain and the United States on 26 
September 1953 concluded THREE bilateral agreements designed to 
strengthen the capabilities of the WEST for the maintenance of 
international peace and security. 
2. ~ Defense Agreement--The first of the three agree-
ments provides for the construction and use of.military facili-
l ties in Spain by the United States. Under the terms of this 
I agreement, the u.s. is expanding certain Spanish military air-
/ craft fields for joint use by the Spanish Air Force and the u.sJ 
j Air Force, and developing some naval facilities for similar jo~t 
1 use by the Spanish and U.S. Navies. 
c=> I 3. ~ Economic ~ Asreement--The second agreement pro-
0 
vides for economic assistance to Spain under terms of Mutual 
I 
This assistance is helping finance Spanish im-I Security Act. I 
II ~~ 
I. 
ports of raw materials, commodities, machinery and equipment 
and includes such technical assistance as is required. 
4. ~ Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement--The third 
agreement provides for military aid from the u.s. to contribute 
to the defense of Spain by assisting its air, ground, and naval 
forces. This aid increases the effectiveness of the air de-
fense and adds eq~ipment for military and naval activities. 
5. This is a military agreement to help Spain's defenses 
1/ Sixteanth Air Force, Teachers Handbook~ Dependents' 
Schools 1!! Spain, 1.959-1960. 
0 
a 
lbo 
I should a moment come when she and we are faced with the necessi~y 
1
1 of defending ourselves from military aggression. 
6. Under the terms of these agreements, which in every re-
of·effort, botn countries receive j, spect provide for mutuality 
! substantial benefits. From 
I of these bases enables 
the standpoint of the U.s .• the use I 
~s to attain a stronger military positio1 
the iron curtain countries. This fact reinforces in re~ation to 
our efforts to discourage potential· aggressor nations from dis-
turbing the peace and to make victory more probable if aggresso ·S 
should start a war. 
There are three major and six smaller Air Force installa-
j tions in Spain. . For the purpose of this 'study we will be con-
., cerned only with the children in the Madrid area where the lar-1 
I gest base is located. 
There are two elementary schools, one junior-high school 
and one high school for the 2,700 children of civilian and mili~ 
tary personnel serving the Air Force base locate~ thirteen miles 
from the city of Madrid. The Generalisimo Elementary Schhol is 
located in the city of Madrid an'd serves the children living on 
the economy in and near Madrid. There are 1100 children, 45 
American staff-members and nine Spanish-language instructors in 
I this school. The Royal Oaks Elementary School is located on 
the military housing area. Royal Oaks has 900 children, 42 
~ staff members and seven Spanish teachers. The 200 pupil junior~ 
~ j1 high school is also in the Royal Oaks housing complex. The hi~ 
===~l~=! ::fs~.ch~~-ol-i.s-l.o.c.at.e.Lo.IL.:th.e m"i 1 ~ :t.a~_ha.s_e......an.d_has ZO..CL.s..tn.d..e.n...t.s_. 
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2. The SDanish-Language Program in Madrid 
A description of the Spanish-language program in the two 
elementary schools is presented in this section by a discussion 
I Of these areas: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1. Who receives Spanish instruction. 
2. Grouping for regular classroom work and for Spanish. 
3. Opposing principles of second-language programs in 
overseas and stateside elementary schools. 
4. Spanish-language teachers. 
s. Curriculum and Materials. 
f 
The Spanish-language program in the Generalisimo and Royal 
~ 
1
,
1 
Oaks elementary schools is a unique program. 
The 2,200 students in grades one to eight receive 30 mi~-
utes of Spanish conversation, grammar and culture each day. 
l Those students who attain top achievement in that language re-I ceive instruction in French for two of the fiv~ days each week. 
1 Homogeneous grouping is attempted in both schools from 
j grades one through six for regular classroom instruction. Child 1 
ren are selected from the very high achievers and very low 
achievers to be put in accelerated and non-achiever groups of 12 
~to 16 students. All other children are heterogeno~sly grouped. 
I 
1 This is done for grades two to six. Grade one has a junior I primary group of children not ready for-regular first-grade wor '• 
There is also a class of eight mentally retarded or physically 
~ handicapped children in the Generalisimo school. 
1 
ll 
II 
I Every child, regardless of the type group he is in, re-
I ceives Spanish language instruction. The instruction is modi-
lj 
't fied i'or the speci·al groups and an effort is made to group all 
students according to ability. 
The writer wishes to point out in this chapter the opposing 
principles under which second-language programs are eni'orced in 
elementary schools overseas and in the United States. 
The first point to make is that, in the stateside schools, 
usually only high-achieving children are chosen to take on this 
extra subject of a second language. The previous paragraph 
points out that every child has the opportunity to learn the 
language in an overseas school. Research has already indicated 
that intelligence is not the prime factor for second-language 
I 
learning. Many average or low-achievers have as much if not 
greater desire to learn. There is a certain enchantment, es-
pecially in grades one to four, over words that sound different~ 
Instructors of stateside language programs should,reconsider wh0 
should receive second language instruction. 
The second point to be made is that Spanish language in-
struction in Madrid is not coordinated with some other subject 
such as Social Studies as suggested by Kirch.1/ The program dis-
1 cussed in this paper is autonomous. The writer is unaware of 
l
r any disadvantages in having the second language taught as a 
scheduled half-hour. There is no evidence that the children in 
l the Madrid elementary schools would learn.Spanish better if it 
I l-----~l11 Kirch, Q.p_. 211·, p. 340. 
2 
0 
0 
'I l were included as part of another subject. If there were a 
1 social-living 
I tion. 
program being taught then there could be coordina~ 
' • j 
Spanish nationals who have command of the English langu~gel 
and an acceptable amount of college education are hired to teacfi 
I! the Spanish for.elementary junior high and high schools. No 
~~~Spanish is taught.by American instructors. There is a Spanish-
national language coordinator who supervises the national in-
~~ structors and in~tructional material. In 1961 a position was 
I created for an American to become consultant and liaison betwee 
, the two programs. The job o:f this coordinator is to aid the II 
I Spanish teachers in such areas as improvement of teaching metho~s, 
I for there is a wide gap in methodology. 
ll ~~~lar classrooms each day and move to a specified room to be with 
li those o:f equal ability. All :fifth graders have Spanish at the 
For their Spanish instruction the children leave their·regu-
same time so all fifth grade classrooms are used for the differ-
ent ability groups. Until last year the group a child was in 
'l ,, was determined by the number of months or years he had had Span-
·! ish instruction in the dependents 1 school. 
I
I The' first job the new consultant and Spanish teachers unde -
i. took was to build a test to determine the amount o:f ability and 
! achievement for more homogeneous grouping. As the consultant 
I 
1j and Spanish teachers suspected, some children who had been in i Spain and in the dependents' schools for only six months were 
l speaking better Spanish than some who had been in Spain and in 
~~ the "same schools for about two years. Most of the incorrectly 
1 placed students were girls. One was a boy who had attended a 
J 
i 
private French school near Paris where his father was stationed. 
11 Kirchl/ also suggests that (for stateside schools) effort 
1 should be made to prepare elementary school teachers to give 
l 
~~ foreign language instruction in lieu of language specialists. 
! The third point to be made concerns the instructor. Children I 
! enjoy coming in contact with another teacher during their daily 
,, 
I routine. Unless the classroom teacher is bilingual, correct 
I accent and pronunciation can be lost while the child learns onl~ 
I vocabulary. Exceptional students need a superior teacher to enl 
lj rich the basic amount the child is expected to learn. 
The writer has no evidence indicating whether stateside 
children in the elementary schools receive a mark for their I effort in second-language learning or khat criteria is used if 
;I marks are given •. In all of Spain Foreign Language is on there-
~ port card for grades one to twelve. In grades one, two, and 
II three, children are marked on effort and verbal achievement. The 
II primary-grade children are marked with 0-outstanding, S-satis-
1! factory and N-improvement needed. Grades four to six are marked 
I the same as in other subjects with A,B,C,D, and U for unsatis- I 
factory or failure. Plus and minus exponents are used along I 
I with the capital letters. Report cards .are given out four time~~ 
during the year with a mark in foreign language given each timel l However, a year's average mark is placed in the child's record 
e . 1/ Kirch, .Il?li• 
• 
lj 
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w 'folders. 
S.pani:sh -Language Teachers 
When the Spanish language program was begun in 1958, four 
·1 teachers and a coordinator were selected to begin instruction. 
' I There were no material·s available so classes were held only in 
I 
/ 
the morning and the five teachers worked on instructional mater-~ 
ials the· remaining part o'f' the day. 
The two elementary schools now have sixteen native Spanish 
teachers and coordinators. The curriculum and books, developed 
by the original group, have been published. The next steps for 
improving the program are (1) up-gra~ing the requirements for 
those teaching Spanish, (2) to attempt an improvement in teaching 
~ ,methods and (3) tests and measupes for better pupil grouping for 
• 
instruction. 
The major requirement in hi:,ring Spaniards to teach in the 
elementary school in 1'958 was the ability to speak English f'luen!t-
ly and clearly. The educational;requirements·were never clearly 
defined or standardized. 
l The following explanation, inquiry, ~~to describe (1) the organization of' the 
(2) the amount of' education required to 
and table are an at tempi"' 
Spanish school system, 
be a teacher and (3) the 
present educational backgrounds o'f' the nati~e Spanish teachers 
in Madrid • 
0 
0 
0 
Explanation .Q! ~ Spanish-school' system 
Bachillerato 
group 1 2 3 
Filosofia !1 
4 
grade level 8 ~~ 
j Magisterio 
'I ~~ Grou:p 1. Grade level attained by children of common laborers, 
II 
I• 
Ji farm workers, fishermen, etc. 
i! ' these three grades. 
Education is free for 
1 Group 2. Grade level attained by children of merchants and 
l others who can :pay (about $6 a month) for the "Bachil-
' I 
I 
I 
I 
lerato" wl:Lich is conside:red the equivalent of our·higl:j. 
school. 
'Groups 2 & 3. If the student wishes to go to college, he trans-
fers to a "Colegio" at the end of level 7 and con- J 
tinues two.years b~yond the Bachillerato to obtain hi. 
II ! 
! 
I 
r I Group 4. 
i 
! 
I 
' jl 
' 
~~ In 
ll Spanish 
li 
I 
"Magisterion. This is considered the equivalent of 13 
years of schooling in the United States. A student 
completing the Magisterio may teach school on grade 
levels one, two and three. 
The added four years :plus, are for the Filosofia y 
Letras, the equivalent of our master's level and u:p to 
a doctorate. These students major in such areas as 
education, law, history, and English. Those with 
Filosofia may teach from grades 4 to 12 and beyond. 
the first group of teachers hired in 1958, to teach 
to American children, only one had the Filosofia y 
• 
II 
l 
sequent hiring, spoke English perfectly as well as French and 
German. This key person has only· ~ Bachillerato but has proved 
I! a most capable and valuable pe~.son. -. 
I 
I 
Among the Spanish-national-teaching staff for both elemen-~ 
tary and high schools one finds a wide span of diplomas attained 
and fields in which they were attained. Most of the male Span-
1 ish teachers in the dependents' high-school are lawyers who have 
passed the bar but do not h~ve government permit or money to be~ 
j gin practice; this is reserved for a favored few. 
I Spanish teacher is a scientist • 
Spanish Teachers Inquiry 
One male 
The following inquiry forin was given to the sixteen Spanis]i 
teachers in the two elementary schools. Its purpose was to disll 
cover English background and amounts of education received. 
1 The following pertinent question should have been included 
I in the inquiry of the Spanish teachers concerning where they 
II studied English and the total time o·f study. 
I I Question: Where did you study English and for what length of time? 
Place Length of Time of study 
Check: Escuela Encircle: J.. 1 2 3 4 years 2 
Oolegio .J.. 1 2 3 4 years ! University 1 1 2 3 4 years Berlitz School I 1 2 3 4_~ years 1 2 3 4 years Eng~i$~anguag~~~ud~ ;&e.ar.s 
• 
The information revealed upon completion on the inquiries 
as to background and education is shown in the following table 
of responses: 
EXHIBIT A 
INQUIRY CONCERNING YOUR BACKGROUND AND EDUCATION 
1. Your name----~----------------------------2. Grade levels and languages you teach. 
Encircle: Grade level -- 1· 2 3 4 56 7 8 
Languages -- French Spanish 
3. School where you teach ( ) Generalisimo ( ) Royal 
Oaks Elementary ( ) Royal Oaks Junior-High 
Item 
1. Was English ever spoken in your home when you were 
a child? Check: () yes () .no · 
2. Is English ever spoken in your home now? () yes () no 
3. Have you ever been to England or the United States? () yes {) no 
48 
How long in England?~ How long in United States? ____ 
4. Please number the following languages in 1 2 3 4 5 
order according to their difficulty to learn and 
understand. 1-easiest 5-most difficult: ()English ()French ()German ()Italian ()Russian 
5. What foreign languages do you speak other than English? 
6. How long have you been teaching in the Ameridan 
Dependents' Schools? · years, or-----
7. What diplomas do you hold? 
Check: ()Bachillerato where attained __________ _ 
( )Magisterio 
()Filosofia y Letras 
11 Table 1, 
II j Inquiry 
1 Item No. 
0 
I ( n 
3 
4 
5 
0 
6 
I 
7 
; 
'· lj I 
I 
j 
II 
II 
:~ 
\1 
II 
I 
h 
0 11 !l 
[~ 
:I 
!l ,, 
I 
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Backgrounds in English and Amount of Education 
Received of Sixteen Native Spanish Teachers in 
the Two Madrid Elementary Dependents' Schools. 
r 
I 
II Subject of the Question Responses and Number of 16 Total Teachers Questioned · 
( 2) 
Was or is English 
ever spoken at home? 
{ 3) 
Yes - 3 
Ever been in England England - 11 
or United States? 
Time spent in England 
Time spent in United 
States 
Order of difficulty 
of languages · 
Other foreign lan-
guages spoken 
fluently 
Length of time w1 th 
Dependents' School 
Diplomas held 
Institutions where 
diplomas attained 
Areas of advanced 
study 
15 days to 2 yrs. 
1 0 , 1 4 , and 1 8 
months 
difficult 
~ 1 Russian ( 2 German 
(3 English· 
French - 15 
' 
9 mo. to 6 yrs. 
Bachillerato-2 
Magisterio - 2 
Escuela Normal 
de Segovia 
de Granada 
Other 
Real Conservitorio 
de Musica de 
Madrid 
Lyse"e Francais de 
Madrid 
Pentaje Mercantil 
English 
·:Philosophy 
History 
No - 13 
u.s. - 3 
average 
10 months 
average 
I 
I 
1 yr •. 2 mos. 
easy 
(4)Italian 
(5)French 
Italian 
- 3 
average 
3 yrs .3 mos •j 
Filosofia-12 
Universidad 
de Madrid 
de Granada 
de Oviedo 1 
de Barcelona 
I· 
Pedagogy 
Music 
French 
-
~ r '~ ,I ! I ~ ======~li============================================~·f150 ~ r Curriculum ~ Materials - Overseas curricula are patterned after 
0 
0 
I j a typical stateside curriculum. Experimentation is allowed and 
I encouraged in overseas schools yet all are aware that a too flex-
lible program is difficult because of constant pupil and tea,cherll 
! turn-over. 
I Texts adoptions are in common with stateside schools. I The;w 
j include Scott-Foresman and Ginn for Reading, Silver-Burdett and 
~~Winston for Arithmetic, Houghton-Mifflin and American Book for 
~ 
Language, Webster for Spelling and Ginn for Social Studies. 
I The main objective of overseas dependents' schools is to I make a student's transition from and to stateside schools as 
~~ smooth as possible • 
ll It is not so easy to describe the Spanish-language curricu-1 lum or teaching materials used in the Madrid elementary schools 
i 
1j except to say that: I 
li 1 • No Spanish-language curriculum guide has been Stateside publisher's text is not used as the 
text. 
developed. 
lj 
II 
l 
I 
' 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
basal 
The subject matter to be taught was written by the 
Spanish teachers and printed in two volumes for begin-
ning and advanced Spanish. 
Spanish readers were written on four levels for stu-
dent's use. 
There are no texts for the students, just readers. 
Students above grade three keep notebooks for Spani.sh 
class. 
Spanish culture is taught through the readers, daily 
voeabulary lessons and discussions, a few visual aids, 
field trips, arts and crafts, and exchange programs 
with Span~sh schools. 
3. Method of the Study 
I• !j 
lj :Population 
ll Various as ects of the student o ulation used in this 
• 
study have already been mentioned in this chapter. Therefore, 
it seems appropriate to summarize the nature of the population 
in the following statements: 
1. Students are dependents of military personnel, Air Force 
civilian personnel, technical representatives of Air 
Force contractors, and the embassy. 
2. Tour of duty is three years thus creating a student 
population of transient nature, one reason for the in-
ability to obtain more complete data for this study. 
3. The socioeconomic status of the students involved in 
4. 
5. 
this study is not as wide-spread; there are few poor 
or wealthy families. 
Although the third-grade was considered for this study 
the £ifth-grade was decided upon. J 
Fifth-grade level was chosen in hopes more complete an 
extensive data would be available. 
6. Fifth-grade students are better able to answer ques-
-
tionnaires than younger students, although their ans-
wers are not to be considere·d highly valid. 
7. The fifth-grade population in the Generalisimo school 
was 125 in four classes. The Royal Oaks school in the 
housing area had 150 fifth-graders in five classes £or 
a total fi£th-grade population of 275. 
8. Fifth-grade children are marked on reading and writing 
skill~ in Spanish as well as in conversation. 
-1 
9. Of the 275 students only 211 were found to have suf~ 
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The two main sources used for gathering information and 
data wera (1) student record folders known as 201 files, and 
(2) a student questionnaire. 
Student-record fold.ers (EQl files) 
Information gleaned from the 201 files was in the nature 
of (1) Spanish marks (Year averages), (2) chronological age, 
(3) sex membership, (4) I.Q. scores when available and (4) read-
ing achievement scores when available. 
data: 
The following basic assumptions should be made concerning 
1. Spanish teachers' marks are satisfactory measures of 
achievement. 
2. Reading-achievement scores were from California AchievE-
ment tests given in September and October of 1961 for 
the beginning fifth-graders. 
3. Most I.Q. scores were from the California Test for Men-
tal Maturity; twelve were from Otis or Stanford Binet 
tests. 
4. Chronological age was computed as of May 1962, near the 
end of the fifth-grade term for the student population 
in this study. 
5. The I.Q.'s recorded were an average of the language and 
non-language scores. The availability of both scores 
might have been highly pertinent to this research. 
6. The philosophy of the administration is that achieve-
ment scores are of more value than I.Q. Information in 
======9F====================================================~~~===== 
the files is minimal because of this and the feeling 
that files are of no great importance especially in 
light of the problematic rotation situation. 
Treatment Q! Student Marks - Spanish marks from the 201 files 
were used each time as the pivot in determining the effect of 
six of the eight factors on Spanish-language achievement. It 
bears repeating that only a year's-average mark is recorded on 
students records. The number of year's-average marks was also 
used as an indication of the length of time a student had been 
in Spain, with the exception of those who attended Spanish 
schools. 
For those who had more than one mark, indicating they had 
been in Spain and Dependents' schools for over a year, the marks 
were given a nume~ical value and averaged. For purposes of de-
termining averages, the following numerical values were given: 
~ 
Superior e-
Above average {~+ 
f-Average C+ c 
J3elow Average (g-
Student Questionnaire 
Point value 
4.0 
3.7 
3.3 
3.0 
2.7 
2.3 
2.0 
1.7 
1.0 
An inquiry was prepared to glean information concerning an~ 
background in Spanish and present environmental factors of the 
275 fifth-grade students. 
0 
0 
0 
The duplicated student questionnaires were given to the 
Spanish teachers in both schools during a meeting with them to 
explain the purpose of this study, the purpose of the question-
naire, and how to help students give the desired type of re-
sponses. The questionnaire was given to all students the same 
day at the same hour by their respective language teachers. 
It would have been of value in view o~ research, to have 
included the following attitudinal questions in the student 
questionnaire, or possiblw have given a second questionnaire of 
attitudinal nature. 
1. Do you like speaking other languages such as Spanish or 
French? ( ) yes ( ) no 
2. Which was the first language you learned to speak at home 
as a child? ( ) English ( ) Spanish 
3. How does learning Spanish seem to you? ( ) easy ()same as learning other things (}hard () very hard 
4. How much Spanish do you think you will remember, when you 
return to the states? ( ) none ( ) a little 
( ) quite a bit . ( )· a lot 
5. Do you want to continue Spanish in High School? ( ) yes ( ) no 
========F=============================================================~~====== 
EXHIBIT B 
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name ________________________________ Date ____________ __ 
Your Spanish teacher's name ____________________________ _ 
1. How long have you lived in Spain? ---~years 
____ ___.months 
2. 
3. 
Where were you living before you came to Spain? 
state another country ________ _ 
Have you ever lived in any of these places? Please 
check those you have -( ) Puerto Rico 
() Cuba 
() Central or South America 
() Mexico 
( ) California 
() New Mexico () Arizona 
() Texas 
4. Where do you live now? please check -
() Royal Oaks () On ·the Base () In or near Madrid 
. . 
5. Could you speak Spanish before you came to Spain? 
() no () a little () quite a bit ()very well . 
6. Did you study Spanish in school when you were in the 
states? ( ) yes () no 
7. Could your father speak Spanish before he came to 
Spain? ( ) yes () no 
Does he speak Spanish now? ()no ()a little ()a lot 
8. Could your mother speak Spanish before she came to 
Spain? ( ) yes () no 
Can she speak Spanish now? ()no ()a little ()a lot 
9. Is any other language spoken at home other than 
English and Spanish? () yes () no If answer is 
yes, what language?·------------------
10. Have you ever gone to Spanish school? () yes 
How long? 
11. Do you have a Spanish maid? ( ) yes ( ) no 
Does your maid ( ) live in your home? ( ) come every day to ~ork? 
() no 
Muchas gracias por contestar estas preguntas ninos y ninas. 
c:) Table 2. Tabulation of Student Responses to Questionnaire 
0 
Question 
Number 
J11 
1 • 
2. 
3 .. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1 1 • 
Concerning Background in Spanish Language, Length 
of Time in Spain, and Environmental Factors. 
Subject of the Question 
( 2} 
Length o£ time in 
Spain 
Wher~ living before 
Spain 
Ever lived in the 
following places: 
Where living now 
Spoke some Spanish 
before coming to 
Spain 
Studied Spanish in 
school in states 
Father spoke some 
Spanish before 
coming to Spain 
Mother spoke some 
Spanish before 
coming to Spain 
Other languages 
spoken at home 
Attended a Spanish 
School 
A maid at home 
Summary of Responses 
1-i months 
Canary Islands 
Morrocco 
Turkey 
Lybia 
Bolivia 
United States 
Guatemala 
Puerto Rico-5 
Cuba -2 
Central & So. 
America -3 
'Mexico -1 
TYiili tary 
Housing -89 
Yes - 36 
Yes - 30 
Yes - 55 
Yes - 57 
French - 20 
Italian - 9 
German - 16 
3 months - 1 
6 months - 1 
1 year - 4 
Yes - 118 
13) 
to over 7 yrs. 
".Puerto Rico 
Brazil 
Hawaii 
France 
Germany 
England 
California -53 
New Mexico -15 
Arizona -1 
Texas -11 
Economy -139 
No - 19~ 
No - 198 
No - 173 
No - 171 
Portuguese - 3 
Russian - 2 
Hungarian - 1 
3 years - 2 
4 years - 2 
No - 110 
E:l.6 
II 
II 
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4. Analysis of Raw Data 
In the organization of data taken fwom 201 files and the 
student inquiry, the £irst step was to group the 211 students 
according to their number of year's-average Spanish marks. This 
data revealed the following: 
Table 3. Number of Evaluations of Spanish 
No.Students ( 3) G(o1)p No.of Evaluations ( 2) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 77" 
2 85 
3 34 
4 6 
5 to T 9 
Total 211 
Approximate time in ( 4) 
up to 1 year 
2 years 
3 years 
4 years 
5 to 7 years 
*Actual range 1i months 
to over 7 years 
The second step involved the placing of intelligence quo-
tients, reading achievement scores, and Spanish marks in highesi 
to lowest sequence. 
The group presented a highly-skewed distribution of intel-
ligence quotients which might not be so in a stateside program 
where second-language learners are usually a selective group un-
less involved in an experiment. There were 135 intelligence quol_ 
tient scores available ranging £rom a low of 73 to a high of 15~. 
The mean score was 108. The highest reading-achievement score 
was 9.4, lowest 3.7. 
======~==================================================~8~=== 
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A near-equal distribution of boys and girls was accidental 
but helpfUl. Of the 211 students, 106 were boys, 105 were girl • 
There was a wide range of chronological ages for one grade II 
level. The dispersion was from 9 years 7 months to 12 years 9 
months; a difference of 3 years 1 month. 
The third step in analyzing the raw data was to discover 
how many children lived on the economy and how many lived in 
base housing. 128 children live in apartments and homes in and 
around the city of Madrid (the economy) and 83 live in the mili-
tary base-housing complex. 
The last step was to find out how many of the 211 students 
had Spanish maids in their homes. Three years ago it would have 
been nearly 100 per cent but higher costs and added problems J 
have caused families to eliminate domestic help. The data show 
that only 50 per cent or 105 of the 211 families have maids.-
5. Procedure of Statistical Analysis 
The following is a detailed description of the equations, 
formulae, and methods used in determining a relationship and de] 
gree of relatianship between variables. This procedure is used 
in an analysis of available data to answer the questions and te ffi 
the hypotheses presented in this study •. 
1. Spearman's "rank-correlation coefficient", As = 1 - 6 f. d~ 
~) 
is a non-par~etric method for testing the hypothesis that two 
c=) variables are independent. It has the advantage that no assump-
0 
0 
tions are made about the population distributions of ·either the 
X or the Y variable. ~ is similar to the correlation coeffi-
cient in that its values range from -1 to +1. A value of +1 in· 
dicates perfect agreement, while a value of -1 indicates exact 
opposite ranking. 
!~====== 
In a correlation problem the sample is from a population, 
observing two measurements on each individual in the sample. If 
a mathematical test was used to test the independence of X and ] 
the assumption would be that the distribution of values (X,Y) i I 
a bivariate normal distribution. In appearance this distribu-
tion surface is bell shaped~ The distribution of Y for any 
fixed X is normal. and the distribution of X for any fixed Y is 
also normal. The regression curve of Yon X and the.regression 
curve of X on Y are both straight lines with constant variance 
for both variables. The regression curves intersect at a point 
which is the mean of the Y's once the mean of the X's. 
A serious disadvantage of this method is the rare occur-
rence of populations which have bivariate normal distributions. 
This is one of the reasons that a non-parametric test was used. 
Another reason is that when using the mathematical test, it is 
required that a sampling procedure be used in which neither 
variable is controlled. 
The method of applying the non-parameteric test is simple 
and straight-forward. We haveN pairs of observations (X Y), 
(Xl1) • j .(Xn, Yn). The observed X values are arranged in 
order of size and a-rank is assigned to each value. The larges 
======~=====================================================WeQ.===== 
c=) value is assigned a rank of 1, the second largest a rank of 2, 
etc. Then the same is done for the Y values. Next is subtract· 
ed each (Xi) rank from its corresponding (Yi) rank and the dif-
ference denoted by di. As a check at this point, ~ di should 
equal o. Each di is then squared once the quantity (edi1 ) is 
obtained. Then this statistic is computed~= 1 - ~f~~- 1 ). 
In order to test the hypothesis thatce' , the coefficient of cor· 
relation in the population, is 0, the absolute value of~s is 
compared with the values in Table 7.12.2 on page 191 of Snede-
cor's Statistical Methods,l/ (y the sample size is less than 9), 
or with Table 7.6.1 on page 174 of Snedecor, (i£ the sample sizJ 
is equal to or greater than 9). If the calculated value o£~ 
exceeds the value in the table, £or a given level of signifi-
Q canoe, it is concluded that {J:fO in which case there is a cor-
relation between the two variables. If our calculated value is 
less than the value in the table, it is concluded that f:: 0 in 
which case there is no relation between the two variables. 
0 
2. The Chi-Square ~ is a non-parametric method for testing 
the hypothesis that two characteristics are independent. The 
term independent as used here means that the distribution of 
one characteristic should be the same regardless of the dis-
tribution of the other characteristic. The procedure will be to 
1/ George W. Snedecor, Statistical Methods, Ames, Iowa. 
State University ~ress, 1962. 
Iowa 
======~~========================================================~6~~===== 
c:) ·examine this study'~ observed frequencie~ and compare them with 
0 
theoretical frequencies which would occur if the two distribu-
tions were not independent, and to determine whether or not the~ 
are significantly different. If they are significantly differ-
ent, the hypothesis shall be rejected that the two characteris-
tics are independent, while if they are not significantly dif-
ferent it is concluded that they are independent. 
The statistic used to test the independence of the two 
characteristics is :i!=€.f~iJ.-.£6lJwere 0 is the observed fre-
. {-: ~LJ 
quency and E is the expected frequency. The expected ~requen­
Ri Oi 
cies are obtained by the formula n where R is the sum acros I 
a given row and 0 is the sum down a given column. n is the samP,le 
size. 
It might appear that the sum of squares in the numerator, 
t{O~J-[i..j)1-would be "a··more convenient statistic to use. However 
the distribution of this statistic is not known. The statistic 
X~ on the other hand follows the Ohi-s~uare distribution with 
k-1 degrees of freedom. The distribution follows the form of 
Table Von page 259 of David J. Huntsberger's book Elements of 
Statistical Reference.ll 
The method of applying test is to compute ~ as explained 
above and compare this value with the tabular value. If the 
calculated value exceeds the tabular value the hypothesis of in-
dependence is rejected and likewiae the hypothesis is accepted 
if the calculated value is less than the value in the table. 
Results of the data tested are tabulated in Chapter III. 
c=) I/ David J. Hunt~berger, Elements of Statistical Inference, 
========~~Og.S~~~,~~L~_&QQD ~~C2:~~~b•,============================9F======= 
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0 Summary 
0 
0 
The description of Madrid's elementary-school Spanish pro-
gram portrays it as unique when compared with stateside pro-
grams. 
Therefore, a summary is best presented in the following 
manner for this descriptive chapter: 
THE MADRID PROGRAM 
Spanish is taught as a 
separa~e subject. 
Spanish is taught by 
native Spanish teachers, 
(specialists). 
Spanish is compulsory 
from grades one to eight. 
Spanish is taught to all 
groups: Junior Primary, 
slow-learner, mentally 
retarded and physically 
handicapped with measur-
able degree of success. 
Spanish is taught 30 minutes 
every day at a specified hour. 
An increasing amount of 
reading and writing in 
Spanish occurs above 
third grade·. 
Ample opportunity for 
practicing Spanish 
outside of school. 
A STATESIDE PROGRAM 
Second languages should be 
taught as part of anmther 
subject area such as Social 
Studies. 
Recommends that second lan-
guage be taught by classroom 
teachers. 
Spanish instruction may begin 
at third-grade level but 
usually at fourth or fifth. 
Usually high-scholastic 
achievers are chosen for 
instruction unless for 
experimental study. 
Length of instruction time 
varies. If taught by class-
room teacher the language 
should be used throughout 
the day. 
Recommends that reading and 
writing be deliberately set 
aside for later training. 
Unless second language is 
used all through the teach-
ing day no other practice 
is usually. 
======~======================================================~6~===== 
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Native Spanish teachers 
develop all materials used 
for all grade levels in-
cluding the readers. 
Native Spanish teachers 
vary greatly in amount 
of ~ormal education. 
Report cards have area for 
foreign language mark on 
all grade levels. 
French is taught two days 
for high achievers in 
Spanish. 
Many parents are also 
studying Spanish in 
classes or with a tutor. 
Field trips are taken 
often to practice language 
or absorb culture. 
Majority of classroom 
teachers speak Spanish 
thus creating a-truly 
bilingual school. 
Children are grouped beyond 
grade three. The various 
ability groups have separate 
classrooms and instructors. 
A high level of Spanish-
language achievement is 
expected from all groups 
due to ideal learning 
situation. 
Materials are purchased from 
publishers. 
All teachers and language 
specialists have a Bachelor's 
degree or more. 
Some schools do not give a mark 
for second-language learning. 
There is no literature avail-
able stating that a third lan-
guage is attempted as a result 
o~ high achievement in the 
second language. 
Parents can impede progress and 
are seldom of help in aiding 
their children even when study-
ing the same language simul-
taneously. 
Few if any opportunities are 
provided to contribute to 
language-speaking skills. 
Few classroom teachers are 
bilingual. 
No evidence has been found to 
show that grouping is done 
within a grade level, according 
to ability and that several 
classrooms and teachers are used. 
Lack of opportunity ~or daily 
practice impedes progress. 
Madrid's non-achievers might 
be considered average or above 
achievers in stateside programs. 
0 
0 
0 
<ilH.APTER III 
RELATIONSHIP OF SPANISH-LANGUAGE 
ACHIEVEMENT TO VARIOUS FACTORS 
This stud~ has as its purpose an analysis of eight variables 
involved in second-language learning and the amount of their 
effect on achievement. 
Tabulations have been made to find coefficient of correla-
tions between students' Spanish marks and the following six 
questions: 
1. Do high achievers in Spanish have the highest intelli-
gence quotients? 
2. Do high achievers in Spanish have the highest reading-
achievement scores? 
3. D.o girls have higher achievement than boys in Spanish? 
4. Does chronological age influence achievement in 
Does a live-in maid have a measurable effect on 
ment? 
Spanis,? 
II 5. achieve-
6. Does the residential area of the student affect 
ment? 
11 
achieve-
The remaining two questions, concerning familial bilingual] 
ism and atypical children, will be analyzed by case studies: The 
questions are: 
7. Are. children with bilingual (Spanish) background high 
academic achievers? Are they high achievers in Span-
ish? 
8. Can handicapped and low-achieving (academic) children 
learn a second language? 
0 
0 
0 
The method used for testing the significance of correlatio 
coefficients of the first six factors (variables) in Spanish-
language learning and the Spanish marks, is Spearman's rank-
correlation coefficient tested against tabular values found in 
Snedecor's Statistical Methods.ll 
I/ Snedecor, Q£. Q!!., p. 174. 
=======*============~========================================~66====== 
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QUESTION# 1 
DO HIGH ACHIEVERS IN SPANISH HAVE THE HIGHEST 
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS? 
:Purpose of Test: To discover if there is a relationship between 
intelligence quotients and Spanish marks in th 
following five groups. · 
Table 4: Intelligence Quotients in Relation to Spanish Language 
Achievement. 
Spearman•s rank-cor-
Group . relation coefficient Tabular Significance 
N ~s Critical Value 
(1) ( 2) ,{ 3) 
.01%.leve] 1 mark 77 +.53 .463=f.01 ( 28) At 
2 marks 85 +.278 • 335=f.o5( 32) None 
3 marks 34 -.352 
.. 
.444=f.05( 18) None 
4 marks 6 .786 .886 None 
5 marks 9 +.296 • 666=r.o5( 7) None 
. 
Conclusion: According to the tabulation of data there seems to 
be no correlation between intelligence quotients and 
marks in Spanish except in the 1-mark group who hav~ 
been in Spain the shortest length of time. However!~ 
raw data reveals several instances where students 
with a high I.Q. were getting lower marks than some 
with a below-average I.Q. For instance, in the 3-
mark group the two highest I.Q.'s were 133 and 132. 
Each had three C's for three yearly marks. The two 
lowest I.Q. 's were 73 and 82 yet each had three A's 
for three yearly marks. Two reasons for this may b~, 
(1) students marked according to ability, (2) Span-11 
ish is the native tongue of the two low I.Q. students. 
Other pertinent data: 
1. Of the 211 students investigated, I.Q.'s were available 
for only 135. 
2. Highest I.Q. score - 152 Lowest - 73 Mean - 108. 
0 
0 
QUESTION # 2 
DO HIGH ACHIEVERS IN SPANISH HAVE THE HIGHEST 
READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES? 
Purpose of Test: To discover if there is a relationship between 
reading-achievement and Spanish marks in the 
following five groups. 
Table 5: Reading Achievement Scores in Relation to Spanish 
Language Achievement. 
Group 
{1) 
1 mark 
2 marks 
3 marks 
4 marks 
5 marks 
N 
77 
85 ' 
34 
6 
9 
Spearman's rank-cor-
relation coe£ficient 
+.753 
+.5718 
-.1126 
+.175 
+.238 
( 2) 
Snedecor's 
Table 
Critical Value 
f.o1 ( 2~5;487 
(J.o1 (33)=.439 
~-05( 22):.404 
f.o5( 5)=1. 
f.o5( 8)=. 714 
Conclusion 
( 4) 
Relatiqllship 
~;f;O 
Relation~hip 
~#o 
No Relation-
ship P~o 
No Relation-
ship f>=O 
No Relation-
ship P=o 
II 
Conclusion: According to the table there seems to be a signifi-
cant correlation between reading achievement and 
Spanish marks for the 1 and 2-mark group. There is 
no significance for those who have been in Spain 
three years or more. Raw data reveals that in the 
1-mark group, the average reading achievement score 
is 4.5 for low achievers in Spanish, in the 2-mark 
group the low-achievers in Spanish are reading on 
grade level (5.5 in Sept.). In the 3-mark group lo~­
achievers in reading have high marks in Spanish; 
their reading average is 4.0, Spanish average B. In 
the 4-mark group there are no below~average reading 
achievement scores or Spanish marks (with lowest I., •. 
of 94). In the 5-mark group all had above average 
reading achievement scores and Spanish marks (with 
lowest I.Q. of 94). 
Other pertinent data: Reading-achievement scores were available 
for 152 of the 211 students investigated. 
Achievement scores ranged from 3.1 to 9.~. 
0 
0 
0 
QUESTION # 3 
DO GIRLS HAVE HIGHER ACHIEVEMENT THAN BOYS IN SPANISH? 
Purpose of Test: To discover if there is a relationship between 
boys and girls and their Spanish marks in the 
following £ive groups. 
Table 6: Sex Membership in Relation to Spanish Language 
Achievement. 
Group 
N 
1 mark 
2 marks 
3 marks 
4 marks 
5 marks 
Conclusion: 
CHI TEST Significance 
i(';8. 54944 I('Y.05( 9)=16. 92 None 
/(;15.978 ;t).-.05( 8) 15.51 .At .os% level * 
7y 
=3.6925 /(':05( 5) =11 .07 None 
J::'?-=5. 5 /(~05(3) 7.81 None 
;(~4.6914 ;<->: 0 5 ( 9) = 11 • 0 7 None 
It can be concluded at the .05 level that sex mem- l 
bership, male or female, does not a££ect marks. Fe-
male Spanish marks do not di££er significantly from 
male marks except on the 2-mark level. In a raw 
data sampling o£ the 10 highest achievers in the 
£irst 3 groups there were 19 girls and 11 boys o£ 
the 30 students sampled. In a sampling o£ the 10 
lowest achievers in Spanish in the same 1, 2 and 3 
mark groups there were 10 girls and 20 boys o£ the 
30 students sampled. 
Table 5 shows no significance o£ sex membership to 
achievement in Spanish language. A sampling o£ 30 
students shows a 33 per cent di££erence, or one-
third more girls than boys in the high-achiever 
groups and one-third more boys than girls in the loWJ-
achiever groups. 
'i~In the 2-mark low-achiever group there were 9 boys 
and 1 girl. Yet in the high-achiever 2-mark group 
there were an equal amount o£ boys (5) and girls (5) 
instead of the one-third di£ference. 
=======*======================================================9P~9===== 
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QUESTION# 4 
])OES CHRONOLOGICAL AGE INFLUENCE ACHIEVEMENT IN SPANISH? 
Purpose of Test: To discover if there is a relationship between 
chronological age and Spanish-language 
achievement in the following five groups. 
Table 7: Chronological Age in Relation to Spanish Language 
Achievement. 
Spearman's rank-cor-
r~tion coefficient 
-.674 
+.00195 
+.055 
.014 
-.625 
l2) -
Snedecor's 
Table 
Critical Value 
(3) 
f.o1(22)=.515 
p . 0 1 ( 1 9) =. 549 
p .05( 16):.468 
e .05(n:6):.886 
P .05(n=8)=. 714 
Significan~e 
A.01% leve~f* 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Since the calculated value is less than the value iJ 
the table, it can be concluded that the coefficient~ 
of correlation is 0, except in the 1-mark group. 
Chronological age has no significant ef£ect on Span-
ish-language achievement in this study. 
*The youngest student (9 yrs. 7 months) also had the 
highest I.Q. (152) of the 211 students. This male 
student is among the 10 top achievers of the 1-mark 
group, has a reading achievement o£ 6.3 (Sept. 5th 
grade), lives on the economy, has a live-in maid anc 
has been in Spain about one year. The oldest stu- I 
dent was also in the 1-mark group (12 years 9 month~). 
A girl with an I.Q. of 89, reading achievement scor~ 
of 4.9 (Sept. 5th grade), a year's mark in Spanish 
o£ c. She lives in base housing, there is no maid 
and she has lived ~n Spain about one year. 
========*=============================================================~~(:Q====== 
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QUESTION # 5 
DOES A LIVE-IN MAID HAVE A MEASURABLE EFFECT 
ON ACHIEVEMENT? 
Purpose o£ Test: To discover if there is a relationship between 
having domestic servants and Spanish-language 
achievement. 
Table 8: Native Domestic Help in Relation to Spanish Language 
Achievement. 
Group CHI TEST Significance 
N 
1 mark 77 1)-- =13. 292 A:.;y .05(9)=16.92 None 
2 marks 85 :x~ =9.3372 2/'Y .05(8)=15.51 None 
3 marks 34 J:_'Y' =4. 1 225 ;zr .05( 5)=11 .07 None 
4 marks 6 ;tr :6.39 -;r-v .05( 3~=7 .81 None 
5 marks 9 jt:r :6 • 0 11 4 ~~ .05(9)=11.07 None 
Conclusion: It can be concluded that the marks of students are 
independent of the fact that there is a maid in the 
home. 
The £act that a child has a maid or not does not 
affect his marks is an unexpected finding as the 
hypothesis was that a maid in the home would have 
a significant correlation with achievement. 
Of the 211 students investigated it was found that 
there was a near-equal number of families with maids 
as without. 106 families had no maid, 105 had a 
maid in the home. 
======~======================================================9F~*l==== 
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QUESTION # 6 
DOES THE RESIDENTIAL AREA OF THE STUDENT 
AFFECT ACHIEVEMENT? 
Purpose of Test: To discover if there is a relationship between 
students residential area and Spanish-language 
achievement. 
Table 9: Residential Area in Relation to Spanish Language 
Achievement. 
Group CHI TEST Significance 
N 
1 mark 77 /(." =12.8685 7~05, (9)=16.92 None 
2 marks 85 t-v =7-7457 JY-05( 8):!!!!15. 51 None 
3 marks 34 ;t~ =4.6779 J-v.05(5)=11.07 None 
4 marks 6 ?t'Y =2.98 1Y.05( 3)=7 .81 None 
5 marks 9 j(.Y =1. 6961 ;e"(os ( 9)=11 .o7 
-
Conclusion: It can be concluded that residential area does not 
af£ect marks in Spanish-language or achievement. 
This is an unexpected conclusion as the hypothesis 
was that dwelling area had a significant affect on 
a student's achievement in Spanish. 
Other pertinent data: 
The 4 areas where a student might live are: 
Base H i (Royal Oaks military-housing complex. 
ous n~ousing on the Air Base itsel£. 
Economy (In apartments or houses in the city of Madrid. tJn apartments or houses in the suburbs of Madrid. 
Analysis of· raw data revealed that 128 of the 211 students 
(60 percent) lived on the economy while 83 (40 percent) 
lived in base housing. 
0 
0 
0 
~U:ESTION # 7 
ARE CHILDREN WITH BILINGUAL (SPANISH) BACKGROUND 
HIGH-ACADEMIC AND HIGH SPANISH-LANGUAGE ACHIEVERS? 
A discussion of this question seems pertinent to the study 
£or these reasons: 
R.A. 
I .Q. 
1 • 
2. 
The majority of the familial bilinguals in the two fifth 
grades (12 percent of N211), have the same native ton~e 
as that of their host nation Spain. 0£ these 13 Span-
ish bilingual. students six are high achievers, 7 are 
average achievers. A weakness in reading and writing 
skills is given as the reason £or those with average 
achievement, for some it is boredom or lack of effort. 
Conclusions of studies made on bilingualism indicate 
that (1) the effect o£ bilingualism on verbal and aca-
demic achievement seems to point in its favor, (2) bi-
lingualism neither retards nor accelerates mental de-
velopment, (3) bilin~alism has little effect on read-
ing achievement and {4) the mean non-language I.Q.'s o 
bilinguals is significantly higher than verbal I •. Q. 
During the two years previous to this study it was ob-
served that many of the familial bilinguals (in Span-
ish) were ~laced in the homogeneous low groups. The 
main reason was a weakness in reading, spelling and re-
lated language arts. It would appear then that bi-
lingualism did have a negative a£fect on verbal, aca-
demic and reading achievement. However, data for this 
study revealed, at least for this 1961-1962 school yea~, 
that bilinguals were achieving higher scores~in readin~ 
and that the I.Q. average had increased. 
(Nom 5.1) 3.9 4.6 5.4 5.6 6.0 6.2 6.3 6.5 
. 6.7 6.8 6.8 7.0 8.2 Mean 6.1 
( 1961) 73 100 92 89 97 84 104 105 82 102 
120 Mean 95 
A conclusion can be made, based on a very small sampling 
and with little available data, that not all bilinguals are higt 
achievers in Spanish and most are not high scholastic achieversJ 
======~========================================================~~~~======: 
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QUESTION # 8 
CAN ATYPICAL STUDENTS LEARN A SECOND LANGUAGE WITH A 
MEASURABLE DEGREE OF SUCCESS? 
The hypothesis is that atypical (sub normal) children can 
learn second language with some success. 
The atypical groups in this case include a junior primary, 
the low-achiever groups in grades two to six, and a special. edu-
cation group for mentally retarded and physically handicapped. 
Each of these seven groups received Spanish· instruction 
each day. The material and time spent for instruction were mod~­
fied but results were most satisfactory possible reasons being: 
1. Learning took place through rote and mimicry. 
2. The Spanish teacher's visit was one of the bright spotf 
of the school day. 
3. No laborous reading and writing skills involved. 
4. The type of instruction where the Spanish teacher asks 
a ~uestion and all may shout response without raising 
a hand seems to be successful for total group partici-
pation and retaining attention. 
5. Students were less inhibited over errors so responded 
freely. Spanish teachers have commented that the high-
achieving Spanish student is most hesitant because of 
his concern for accuracy. 
6. Some primary children had been cared for at home by a 
Spanish maid when of pre-school age so were already 
speaking Spanish per force. 
7. The same ideal environmental factors exist and it has 
been observed that these less bright students tend to 
talk more o~ten to natives and Spanish children be-
cause they seem to be less inhibited over the accuracy 
of their Spanish. 
8. There seemed to be more desire to learn Spanish and 
more pride.in accomplishments among the atypical stu-
dents. 
.4 
~ A Ninth @uestion 
0 
0 
One added test was made to discover the answer to this 
ninth question: Is there a relationship between the student's 
length o£ time in Spain and his Spanish-language achievement? 
A hypothesis is that the longer a person lives in a £orei 
country the better able he is to speak that country's language. 
Results o£ the test mad~ with the 211 students showed th~t there 
was no correlation with marks (grades) and amount o£ time spent 
in Spain ~=.059). Students' time in.Spain ranged £rom 1i 
months to 7 years with an average tour of 3 years. 
Data gleaned £rom students' files showed that there was a 
near-equal distribution of high, average and low achievers in 
Spanish language £or the.seven-year span o£ time. 
A test was written and given to the students in grades 4, 
5 and 6 in Februa!Y 1962 to bring about more homogeneous group-
ing in Spanish classes. Up to this time groups were organized 
according to students' length of time in the dependentst schools 
in Spain, with a few exceptions. Results of the Spanish test, 
along with observations made by Spanish teachers, showed length 
o£ time a poor predictor for grouping. Some children who had 
been in Spain from six months to a year were achieving far bette 
than many who had received Spanish instruction two years or morel 
No data is available as to the achievement of this improperly 
placed h~gh-achievers when placed in advanced groups. 
======~======================================~========~~~===== 
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. Summary 2! ~ Analysis 
The implications of this study, according to an analysis 
of the data, are: 
1. There is little or no significance between Spanish 
language achievement and such ~actors as intelligence, 
reading achievement, sex di~ference, chronological age, 
time spent in the host nation, residential area or 
native domestic help. Some significance at the .05 
level appeared in the group of students who had been 
in Spain about a year and had one year's average mark 
in Spanish language. 
2. Bilinguals have, on the most part, shown high achieve-
ment in Spanish and average or below scholastic 
achievement. 
3. A~pical or subnormal students are capable of learning 
a second language. 
The sampling has been small in all phases of this study. 
Conclusions were based on the writer's own observations without 
controlled studies. The study was depend~nt upon teachers' 
grades and answers given by students, neither of which has de-
sired validity. 
Further studies should be made concerning this unique situ-
ation in the nature of: 
1. A study of student attitudes. 
2. An expanded study of atypical groups using larger sam-
plings. 
3. A controlled study using classroom teachers and Spanis 
teachers as instructors. 
. 
4. A study of non-language vs. language intelligence quo-
tients of all students and especially bilinguals to 
compare scores with second-language achievement. 
0 
b 
0 
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